
Prague has an extensive network of public transport stops where people spend a considerable amount of

time waiting for buses, tram and metros. The City of Prague wants to implement adaptation strategies

against extreme heat in the areas near these public transport hubs. This initiative aims to improve the

overall quality of urban life of the citizens of Prague as well as tourists by improving their public transport

experience. 

In collaboration with the Prague Institute of Planning and Development, we provided the City of Prague

with mapping based assessment to identify the public transport stops in the city that are most vulnerable

to extreme heat events.

We study the urban needs. 
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RESULTS AND ACTIONS

METHODOLOGY

Sensitivity is taking into account the waiting time for each

public transport stop. 

Exposure manifests the average temperature distribution across

the city between 2015 and 2019.

Adaptive Capacity, highlights greenery and water bodies. 

It is the ability of the ecosystem to cope with heat events.
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We define relevant indices to take into consideration for  heat

assessment.

We customise nature-based solutions

to cool down critical transport stops.

Green solutions

Greenery provides shade to citizens and

also cools down the urban environment

through evapotranspiration.

Top 5 vulnerable public transport stops in Prague. 

I. P. Pavlova

Myslíkova 

Národní trída 

Masarykovo nádraží

Námestí Republiky
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TOPTOP

Blue solutions

Misters and water fountains can help

cool down the urban environment

through humidification. 

Also, public drinking water stations can

allow citizens to hydrate themselves

during a heat wave event and hence

better cope with extreme heat.

Based on our algorithm, we map

the indices and merge them into

the Urban Heat Vulnerability Map

to identify which public transport

stops are the most vulnerable.
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PRAGUE, CZECHIA
 

HEAT VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT STOPS

https://urban-comfort.eu/maps/prague-public-transport/index.html

